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Note: Annual percentage change in world real GDP and world 
trade volume in goods and services
Source: IMF

The crisis hit Asia through trade links

Note: Annual percentage change in real GDP
Source: IMF
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 4th quarter of 2008 was one of Asia’s worst in postwar history. A DBS research report ( “Asia: new drivers, new risks”, 12 March 2009) shows that seasonally-adjusted annualized real GDP growth rates on quarter to quarter basis are: US: - 6 %; Germany: - 8.5 %; Japan: - 13 %; Korea: - 23 %; Taiwan: - 24 %; Singapore: -18 %; Thailand: - 25 %The culprit was the free fall in exports; the aggregated exports of Asia 8 (exc. China and India) dropped much faster between July 2008 and January 2009 than in the case of the 1997-98 Asian Crisis or the 2000-2001 high-tech crash. This was due to a drop in trade finance, a generalised demand weakness in the OECD countries, and a generalised demand weakness in China, especially after the Beijing Olympics. Together with China and India, Indonesia has been more resilient to the shocks than its neighbours.
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Asia’s growth prospect is changing 
fast for the better

• From largely a bystander (until  2008/Q2) to a crisis‐hit region 
(growth in 2008/Q4  was one of  the worst in post‐war history) and 
then to V‐shape recoveries (2009/Q2).

• Over the past few months the recovery of economic activity is 
gaining momentum. 
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In China, real GDP is estimated to have 
risen by over 14 % (seasonally‐adjusted 
annual rate) in the second quarter 2009 
(OECD Economic Outlook Interim 
Assessment, 3 September 2009). 

As for Indonesia, ADB has revised 
upwardly its real GDP growth from 3.6 % 
to 4.3 % in 2009 and from 5.0% to 5.4 % 
in 2010 (Asian Development Outlook 
2009 Update, 22 September 2009). 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The region’s macroeconomic story is changing so fast. In 1997-98, SEA was the epicenter of the financial crisis, but this time the region was largely a bystander at least until the 2nd quarter of 2008. As a result of the painful experience of the Asian Crisis, governments and investors in the region have been largely prudent this time. So the direct negative effects of the US subprime crisis through financial contagion was very limited in the region. Yet, since September 2008, the regional economy has seen a serious deterioration in growth performance through trade channels as we have just seen. Real GDP growth in other Asian emerging-economies has also strongly rebounded, partly in response to policy stimulus.
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Indonesia: Positive News

• Economic growth in the 1st half of 2009 was 4.2 % on a 
yearly basis.

• The Jakarta Stock Market Composite Index is the world 2nd

best performer this year in US $ terms (next to Brazil). It has 
more than doubled since the end of 2008.

• The rupiah has recovered its loss over the past year (9720 
rupiah/$ on 16 Sep 2009, compared to 9,400 a year ago). 

• Policy continuity is expected as a result of the July 
presidential election.
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Basri & Rahardja Paper

1. The Indonesian economy has proven to be more resilient to 
external shocks than its neighbours. Why?  

2. National characteristics and integration into international 
production sharing

3. Rebalancing export orientation and domestic market 
integration

4. Getting reform priorities right from the political economy 
perspective
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Presentation Notes
The government’s efforts to support domestic demand through cash transfers, free schooling and subsidised rice to the poorest third of the population have proved largely successful. So domestic demand has been the main engine of growth as Indonesia’s large population of about 240 million people is continuing to spend. Another prop for the economy is the export of primary commodities.More than 15 % of Indonesia’s 240 million people are poor. About 40 % of total labour force is still employed in agriculture. Unemployment is high at about 8.4 % in 2008. And the work force is growing faster than its neighbours. Given its relative resource endowment, as the authors argue, the degree of integration into international production networks in fast-growing machinery and electronics sectors remain limited compared with its peers in the region.The authors also point at a particular challenge for sustaining domestic demand growth, namely building and improving transportation and logistic facility needed to integrate a geographically vast domestic market. Key challenges for domestic manufacturers are not just the infrastructure issues. They are also facing poor soft infrastructure problems such as inflexible labour market and costly local regulations. 
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Some questions need to be addressed

1. Fiscal consolidation and exist strategy

2. The export shock is much larger than the demand shock in Indonesia 
(VAR analysis) ‐ volatility in the external sector

3. Orientation of export specialisation and deeper regional integration 

4. Improve transportation and logistic infrastructure (how to finance?)

5. Improve “soft” infrastructure” (labour regulations, business 
environment and anti‐bribery code ) at the local level

6. Transition to a low carbon economy (not dealt with in this paper)
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 As for Point 4, various estimates put the spending requirements on hard infrastructure at more than $ 360 billion by year 2020. Financing such infrastructure demand on a scale of 11 times that of Viet Nam is a challenge.Regarding Point 6, what role Indonesia will play in the Copenhagen Summit as a member of G20, as the country is among the world’s largest emitter of carbon? As you may be aware, the recent meeting of the OECD Council at Ministerial Level held last June asked the OECD to develop a Green Growth Strategy. The idea is to help countries to put in place the right incentives and policy frameworks to encourage investments for green recovery to put them on a low-carbon growth path.
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• 1992 - ASEAN Free Trade Area
• 1995 - ASEAN Framework Agreement 

on Services
• 1996 - ASEAN Industrial Cooperation
• 1997 - ASEAN Vision 2020 
• 1998 - ASEAN Investment Area
• 2000 - Initiative for ASEAN Integration
• 2003 - Bali Concord II
• 2004 - Vientiane Action Plan
• 2006 - ASEAN Economic Community to 

be brought forward to 2015
• 2008 - ASEAN Charter
• 2009 - Roadmap for the ASEAN 

Community (2009-2015)

ASEAN is Moving towards Deeper Integration   

Progress in Tariffs Reduction 
Average tariff rate under AFTA (%)

Source: ASEAN Secretariat 
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 The current crisis has also provided a unique opportunity for political leaders in the region to stress “the importance of deepening ASEAN integration to maintain its resilience while remaining open to global and regional trade.” Quoted from paragraph 7, Chairman’s Statement of the 14th ASEAN Summit, Cha-am Hua Hin, 28/2 – 1/3 2009 (italics added)
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Sub‐regional Economic Integration and Cooperation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Indonesia is an archipelagic country – it poses a particular challenge for infrastructure developments necessary to get domestic economy better integrated.In particular, the development of inter-island and intra-island transport and logistic facility is the backbone of service links for different activities.It also points at the importance of sub-regional economic integration programmes:e.g.Brunei Darussalam-Indonesia-Malaysia-Philippines East ASEAN Growth Area (BIMP-EAGA)�Indonesia-Malaysia-Thailand Growth Triangle (IMT-GT)
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Thank you
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